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722a Wednesday, February 29, 2012on GPU hardware. We demonstrate the use of phase retrieved pupil functions
for 3D localization in both the astigmatic and dual focal plane setups.
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Abstract
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) microscopy measures the in-
teraction between donor and acceptor labeled proteins in living cells. Currently,
these measurements are limited by out-of-focus contributions, which degrade
the image. Total internal reflection (TIR) microscopy can selectively excite
molecules within about 150 nanometers of the glass-water interface thereby
eliminating out-of-focus fluorescence. However, the interference fringing of
the coherent laser illumination used in TIR creates artifacts that prohibit quan-
titative imaging methods that require multiple laser illuminations such as
FRET. Axelrod and collogues demonstrated that for through-the-lens TIR
that rapid azimuthal spinning of a collimated beam in the back focal plane elim-
inates interference fringes. Here we describe multicolor, depth-matched, 360-
degree spinning TIR illumination to enable quantitative, high-resolution
FRET imaging of molecular complexes near the plasma membranes of living
cells. We have devised new methods for normalizing spatial variations in illu-
mination and calibrating this field for quantitative FRET analysis of protein in-
teractions on the plasma membrane. Initial applications to Rac1 activation
demonstrate a novel spatial organization of these signaling activities during ad-
hesion of macrophages to the coverglass.
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Infection of a host cell by Staphylococcus Typhimurium begins with initial
contact and adhesion between host and pathogen, followed by injection of bac-
terial effector proteins into the host cell cytoplasm via the Type III Secretion
System (TTSS) needle complex and subsequent endocytosis of the entire bac-
terium into the host cell cytoplasm. Conventional fluorescence microscopy has
identified key host receptors, CD44 and a5b1 integrin, that aggregate near the
site of infection. However, due to the small size of the bacteria (~ 2 mm) and the
diffraction limit of conventional optical microscopy, these aggregates appear as
unresolved fluorescent ‘‘blobs,’’ making it impossible to determine the exact
number of receptors present or whether there is any particular spatial arrange-
ment of the receptors that facilitates bacterial adhesion or entry into the cell. In
addition to membrane receptor aggregation, injected bacterial effectors imme-
diately hijack local control over actin polymerization, causing membrane ruf-
fling to occur via renegade actin filament restructuring at the site of
injection. Previous studies using conventional fluorescence microscopy have
revealed the entangled nature of restructured actin filaments during initial inva-
sion and subsequent endocytosis of the invading bacterium. However, higher
resolution imaging may reveal spatial details between restructured actin and
the invading bacterium unobtainable by conventional microscopy. In this
work, we have used single molecule localization super resolution microscopy
to image CD44 and a5b1 integrin aggregation as well as actin restructuring
in HeLa cells fixed at various time points after initial infection. The super res-
olution images reveal spatial details unobtainable by conventional optical im-
aging methods, and may lead to further insights into the role of aggregated
membrane receptors as well as the spatial relationship between restructured ac-
tin filaments and the invading bacterium.
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Light microscopy is arguably the most important technique to study living sys-
tems since it is minimally invasive and, therefore, allows imaging of cells andtissues under physiological conditions. However, the resolution of conventional
far-field light microscopy is limited by diffraction such that only structures
larger than ~200 nm can be resolved, which is insufficient for many applica-
tions including colocalization analysis. Stimulated emission depletion
(STED) microscopy and photoactivation localization microscopy (PALM,
FPALM) are recently developed techniques capable of providing an optical res-
olution down to a few tens of nanometers. We have applied these techniques to
study the effect of co-expression of mutant and wild-type desmin on filament
assembly.
Functioning as an important structural component, the desmin protein forms in-
termediate filaments found in cardiac, skeletal and smooth muscle cells. Muta-
tions in the gene encoding for desmin were found in arrhythmogenic right
ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) patients. As yet it is unknown how desmin
mutations contribute to the arrhythomgenic phenotype of ARVC. Some of
these mutations cause desmin aggresomes. Therefore, we have investigated
how coexpression of mutant and wild-type desmin disturbs filament assembly
using dual color super-resolution microscopy. For in vivo dual color labeling,
we employed mEosFPthermo, a monomeric variant of the green-to-red photo-
convertible protein EosFP, and mIrisGFP, a green-only variant of the
photoswitcher/-converter mIrisFP. These studies allowed assessing the impact
of different ARVC-related desmin mutations on filament assembly.
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In super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, one key objective is to localize
fluorescent molecules as quickly and precisely as possible. The most common
approaches involve fitting an image of a molecule to a point spread function,
often a Gaussian for simplicity. The separable property of the 2D Gaussian
function allows us to separate the tasks of estimating the x and y coordinates.
We did this by summing the columns of an image, then we used a maximum
likelihood algorithm to estimate the position of the molecule along the x
axis. Because we were able to separate the Gaussian, our computational time
went from O(L2) to O(L) where L is the width (in pixels) of the pixel array.
This algorithm gives us precision close to the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound,
and is robust against variations of pixel size, window size, or displacements
of the molecule relative to the center of the computational window.
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In electron microscopy, transparency of specimens against a beam of electrons
in TEM or intensity of secondary electrons and so on induced by an incident
electron beam in SEM is translated into contrast. Any material surrounding
a specimen, which prevents electron beam passing or detection of secondary
electrons, obstructs to create an image. Hence, electron microscopy intrinsi-
cally requires high voltage electron beam irradiation of specimens and high
vacuum under 10-4 Pa in the cell for specimens. Water in samples must be re-
placed with some resins or completely dried up. These conditions make it dif-
ficult to observe wet or living samples like enzymes retaining catalytic
activities or living cells in aqueous solution. To image wet and living samples
using electron microscopy at nanometer resolution, we are developing a new
wet cell for SEM whereby living cells and enzymes can be maintained in aque-
ous solution. A carbon thin layer with thickness of 20 nm was made by vacuum
evaporation. We applied it as a diaphragm withstanding a pressure gap for sep-
arating a specimen in solution at atmospheric pressure from high vacuum envi-
ronment. Cells and enzymes were placed on its surface of the atmospheric side.
They were imaged using SEM. The EM photographs show detailed structures
of the cell membrane and the enzymes.
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Image processing software is used to estimate the positions of fluorescent
molecules in super-resolution microscopy images. The rejection methods
(for distinguishing single-molecule and multi-molecule images) and fitting
algorithms (for estimating molecular positions) used determine the quality
and reliability of the reconstructed images. We benchmarked and analyzed
the ImageJ plug-in called QuickPALM. To do this, we used simulations of
